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I.   INTRODUCTION 

In Astrological  subject many method influenced in society .But  the Bhriugu Nandi Nadi  is one of the  most powerful  

Astrology  and also it helps to  the astrologers at  different ways to predict the humans futures with  the support of  

unknown physiological energy connectivity at  astronomical  planetary  positions   .It developed and reformed by  Mr .RG 

Rao   at last century in India  .In this method  he says no vision at all planets  each other like as basic Vedic astrology. 

He says same zodiac direction planets work together based on their Astro characters and places. That means Aries, Leo 

and Sagittarius are denotes Fiery and East directions also sign’s placed Naksthra owners are also the same on three signs. 

So he treats at any planets placed on these at same directions and also works together at first level of eastern direction 

planets  

In this continues   1,5,9 connected together at first level and 3,7,11 at second level ,2 at third level and 12 at fourth level 

this is the one point rule of R G Rao Bhriugu Nandhi Nadi astrology .The scholar discus about the truth of Nadi methods 

and science facts of Nadi astrology based on that enhance the advancement of this Nadi systems . 

II.   NADI ASTROLOGY BASICS 

In Indian astrologer   used Geo centric systems  .In this systems  earth assumed Centre and  nearby five Planets namely  

Mercury, Venus, Mars ,Jupiter , Saturn  ,earth’s sub planet Moon  and our Solar centered  Sun  and  sun moon ‘s  

interaction points of  southern nodes and northern nodes of the orbital paths  namely Ragu and Ketu was the   important 

role of the Indian Astrology. Science says all the objects in the celestial bodies are radiate the light waves with a support 

of photons at 3,00,000 km/seconds. It is weight less but its path full of covered by electric and magnetic induction in the 

form of sine wave. It may be visible or not based on that’s wave length. 

Astrology   namely denoted Jothidam that means the way of light connectivity 

relations of earth to its human and natures towards to nearby Astronomical Solid, 

Gases and Invisibles celestial bodies   connected through unknown physiological 

radiations from birth to end like SIM coding based on the planetary positions on birth 

and that only he alive in earth with the continuously connected to the planets transit 

and birth time activation code’s planet positions. But it’s result finding methodology 

many disputes discussed scientists weds astrologers, because of Astrology proved on 

statistical tests, existence astrological book law, theoretical frame work and reliability 

of the human. But we did not able to prove as a science at 100%, because presently 
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known Physiological forces are not able to fully describe the relations of astronomical or astrological truth .But the same 

time no suffice to claim that the astrology is not a science. In astrological scientists 2500 years ago written many 

physiological facts now a day’s approved after measured the instrumentation like the distance of planets ,rotation periods, 

planets mass, diameters  and planets structures . 

Science says electric power/Magnetic induction has been work more powerful and work together in 120 degree phase 

angles at the way of 3 Ph power supply/3 Ph motor .The same manner  in Nadi astrology  describe the geo centric  based 

earth surrounded sky ways splited at 12 parts entire 360 degree  east to west direction based on earth’s spins rotations  ic 

30  degree 1 part that means 0-30 degree , 120-150 degree ,  240-270 degree (1,5,9) work together like  as connectivity  of 

electromagnetic energy bonding and express their result on same direction. Based on the same manner astrologically 1,5,9    

houses are   linked as a same house and work  together at  more powerful .    

   

III.   SCHOLAR’S ADVANCED RULE ON NADI ASTROLOGY 

With reference the statistics and ancient Tamil Nadi base book Jathaka sinthamani  the scholar conclude all the planets 

connected each other all the times .But their connectivity strength or weakness  and support  or oppose with theirs basic 

characters are  changes based on the following rule  

 The planets where it placed signs from the place to degree wise connected  30  degree at 100%  on forward motion  

1,5,and 9  at First level connectivity 

 The planets where it placed signs from the place to degree wise connected 30  degree at 50%  on forward motion  

3,7,and 11 Second level connectivity 

 The planets where it placed signs from the place to  degree wise connected 30  degree at 25%  on forward motion  

2,6,and 10 Third level connectivity 

 The planets where it placed signs from the place to degree wise connected 30  degree at 12.5%  on forward motion 

12,8and 4 Forth level connectivity 

Ragu , kedhu and retrograded planets are do the connectivity at same manner at reverse motion 

Also planets are their own character base relativity of each other its strength reformed positively or negatively reflect the 

result 

IV.   SCHOLAR’S RULE ATOMIC STAFF’S 

Scholar handles the horoscopes of atomic energy station staff and discusses the NADI Rule at improved method and 

framed the Nadi Rule on below 

 Rule -1.The professional planet Saturn first connected to Kedhu then connected to sun  at positive connection . He get 

a chance to work in like atomic research Centre  
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 Rule-2.The professional planet Saturn first connected to Kedhu then connected to leo and its good character planet at 

positive connection. He get a chance to work in like atomic research Centre  

 Rule-3.The professional planet Saturn first connected to Scorpio and its good character  planet then connected to sun  

at positive connection . He get a chance to work in like atomic research Centre  

 Rule-4.The professional planet Saturn first connected to scorpio and its good character  planet then connected to Leo 

and its good character  planet at positive connection . He get a chance to work in like atomic research Centre . 

V.   SAMPLE HOROSCOPE 

 

Name : J. Vincent                       Cell: 9994121961 

Date of Birth: 01.09.1976  Birth Time: 04.15  

Place of Birth: Pondicherry 

 

 Rule -1.The professional planet Saturn first connected to 

Ketu then connected to sun at positive connection. So he  got 

a chance to work in  atomic research Centre  

 Rule -2.The professional planet Saturn first connected to 

Ketu then connected to Leo and its good character planet at 

positive connection. He get a chance to work in atomic 

research Centre  

 

 

 

 

VI.   CONCLUSION 

Scholar discuss about the science facts involve in the Nadi Astrology  and to prove the Nadi Rule based planets 

connectivity with the support of scholars advancement Nadi rule at Karma Karakan Saturn connectivity .It will help to 

further study of Advanced Nadi Rule and also helps to the society to find the futures & natures disasters  in this 

methodology   
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